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Abstract—GeoVisual Analytics can enable a user to explore multivariate multi-temporal health datasets, to understand spatial distribution of diseases especially in relation to external factors that may influence the outbreaks. External data are presently distributed
using geo web services. Web services are used in health mainly to present results leading to a supplier driven service model limiting
the exploration of health data. In this paper we illustrate server side approach of designing GeoVisual Analytics environment that
allow user driven exploratory analysis. The server side combines a data query, processing technique and styling methodology to
rapidly visually summarise properties of a dataset. We illustrate this functionality on a typical analytical workflow used by a health
researcher and demonstrate analytical functionality in cases where consistent classification and styling scheme is needed across dynamically aggregated multivariate multi-temporal datasets. And since framework builds on the existing OGC web mapping standards,
it integrates the existing geo web services as well as standalone non-spatial database servers such as health data repositories.
Index Terms—GeoVisual analytics, server side, health research, geo web servies, user driven analysis
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I NTRODUCTION

Multivariate spatio-temporal health datasets are both large and complex. For example, annually about one million hospitalisations occur
just within the state of Western Australia. All hospitalisation records
are kept along with the information regarding patients location, gender, age and number of other additional attributes related to the incident.
Geovisual analytics can enable a user – a health researcher to explore underlying datasets, to analyse trends and understand spatial distribution of diseases. Visualisation is also important in understanding
external factors that may influence the occurrence of a disease, particularly in the case of preventable diseases. Occasionally such analysis
has to be performed in real time to limit spread of often poorly understood diseases (as in the recent emerging outbreaks of Ebola and
MERS). Therefore, combining health related outcomes with socioeconomic, demographic and environmental data, and incorporating
temporal information for trend analysis, is becoming an increasingly
important task in health research.
In parallel, geographic information technologies are evolving from
stand-alone systems to a distributed model of independent web services. Large geographic data providers such as Australian Bureau of
Statistics (ABS) and Western Australian Land Information Authority
(Landgate) distribute socio-economic, demographic and environmental data as geo web services. Integrating, summarizing and visualising
these disparate data sources can be a daunting task considering the
size and the dynamics of both health and social-economic and demographic data.
The importance of geovisual analytics to explore large sets of
geospatial data cannot be overemphasised [2, 1] and is needed in health
field. However, at present, web services are not widely used in geovisual analytics (few examples can be found in [8, 11]). The data integration issue in fact points to a larger set of infrastructural problems
in geovisual analytics: the existing systems rely heavily on monolithic
geospatial data processing systems and lack effective support for distributed and heterogeneous computing environments [7].
In this paper we illustrate server side approach to the design of
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GeoVisual Analytics environment with emphasis on analytical functionality. The aim of the framework is to provide a method for the
dynamic, scalable and secure spatio-temporal visualisation of health
data that can utilise various geographic data sources and can be used
by different users: ranging from health researchers, decision makers
to a public in the future. The design combines a data query, processing technique and styling methodology to rapidly visually summarise
properties of a dataset. And since framework builds on the existing
OGC web mapping standards, it integrates the existing web services
from ABS and Landgate and is used in conjunction with standalone
non-spatial database servers such as health data repositories.
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BACKGROUND

Geographic visualization is a useful, although underutilized, method
for examining epidemiological data [6]. Exeter et al. [4] proposed
that the linkage of multiple data sets would allow for the more efficient use of health and spatial data, including environmental and socioeconomic factors. Use of geo web services for health range from the
mapping of layers depicting specific disease outcomes or health services [5], to providing access to specific spatial datasets in the form
of interactive map layers [3]. Thematic maps are predominantly used
in health using web services to present results, or visualise relatively
static snapshots of a dataset [10] resulting in a supplier push service
model, in which service provider decides which datasets a user should
be able to access.
Although such approaches are helpful for increasing the awareness
of spatial information, they limit exploratory and user driven nature of
the health analysis. For instance, generating snapshots for exploring a
relatively small dataset containing: 9 disease codes, 0-85 age ranges,
3 genders, 1 to N number of time intervals and in 3 spatial resolutions
ranging from postcodes, suburbs to municipalities easily results in billions of thematic map layers. Such amount of layers is technically
impossible to make available on demand and none of the web mapping servers can supply. Thus existing approaches to enabling web
services in health data visualization fail to support exploratory nature
of research requirements.
The server side approach described in this paper proposes user need
driven service model that allow access to such information, in conjunction with dynamic web mapping and multivariate visualisation to enable the dynamic linkage, and subsequent exploration, of health data.
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A

DISTRIBUTED GEOVISUAL ANALYTICS

A distributed visual analytics architecture requires the coupling of various components. Considering the number of issues, mainly related to
the sensitivity of health records, a two tier architecture was adopted.
The client is a light weight web interface consisting of Ext, GeoExt,
Openlayers, D3 JavaScript libraries.

A server-side comprises a map server that combines a data query,
processing technique and styling methodology on the fly to generate the requested thematic map image accessed through a WMS like
REST API [9]. The main advantages of using a server-side technique
are: first, the smaller data transfer to each client visualization; second, multiple users can be supported and the user interface is centrally
maintained and updated; third, servers can be configured for highly
optimised processing functionality, especially when combining datasets; forth, it allows access to results derived from potentially sensitive data-sets for analysis without such data being transferred to the
client; compulsory rules and filters can be placed on the server, further restricting output where necessary. This is especially important in
privacy sensitive issues such as health data.
The server consisted of two main modules (Figure 1):
• Data stores: Typically comprising one or more databases, or web
services containing external data
• Server: contains the logic required to process requests from the
client, acting as the interface between the client and the data
store.

Fig. 1. System architecture of the proposed environment.

summary statistics and applying a consistent clustering and classification scheme based on a value distribution of the aggregated datasets.
Consistent clustering and classification is important when dealing multivariate or multi-temporal datasets since it enables comparison of various maps.
Core of the implemented analytical functionality on the server
side consists of GeoDjango in conjunction with Mapnik that was
used to render the final thematic map image resulting from the
data processing and map styling process, and the Exploratory Spatial Data Analysis toolbox within PySAL was used for both map
classification (esda.mapclassify) and spatial processing techniques
(esda.smoothing). Selected map classification techniques from PySAL
esda.mapclassify library (pysal.org/library/esda/index.
html) were incorporated into the map server. The techniques included: Natural Breaks, the Fisher Jenks (presented as Natural Breaks
- Optimal) and Jenks-Caspall algorithms, quantiles, maximum breaks
(presented as Boundaries), standard deviation and mean (presented as
Normal Distribution) and Max-P classification (presented as Regionalisation).
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U SE

CASE

Two datasets were extracted from the Australian Bureau of Statistics
(ABS) data covering Western Australia, aggregated at the statistical
local area (SLA) level. A test, synthetic health data-set was incorporated for testing; comprising approximately 700,000 hospitalisation
unit records for the state of Western Australia categorized by International Classification of Disease (ICD-10) codes. These data were
stored as unit record data with one record per hospitalisation incidence. The data were spatially aggregated to the SLA level, which
corresponds to the spatial resolution currently available to the Epidemiology Department at the Department of Health, WA (DoHWA),
and also the ABS statistical area 2 (SA2, roughly corresponding to the
suburb level). The system is currently installed and is in use by the
Department of Health accessing 11 million hospitalisation records.
We illustrate the user driven distributed Geovisual analytics environment on a typical workflow to explore the health data (Figure 2).
From the data store located in DoHWA, using morbidity in combination with demographic data, the direct age standardised rate (ASR)
is used to determine the health summary statistics. This statistics is
linked with socio-economic data is used for visualisation and ultimately, for decision making.

In designing the server module, the Model-View-Template (MVT)
software architecture approach was adopted, as the MVT approach
is well suited to implementing REST interfaces and supporting user
interfaces with different analytical functionalities. The GeoDjango
web development framework incorporates support for PostGIS spatial database; this enables the server-side logic (View) to access and to
query spatial data within a PostGIS database (Model) when responding
(Template) to a REST query string.
Using the MVT architecture, communication of information between the client and the server can be performed using either a markup language (XML) or a data interchange format (e.g. JavaScript Object Notation [JSON]).
4 A NALYTICAL FUNCTIONALITY
Analytical and processing functionality is a core part of GeoVisual analytics. At the lowest level, the processing technique can simply return
the dataset feature value. If a query returns multiple values per spatial
unit, more complex processing techniques can be applied to produce
an aggregate feature for each unit in the generated map layer. Examples of such processing techniques include standard aggregation and
annotation techniques, such as Count and Sum. Using the aggregated
data as an input to a function can generate more complex features.
This method can include combining multiple datasets or determining
a property of the subset of data with respect to the dataset as a whole.
For example, a simple epidemiological rate is calculated as the ratio of
the events of a given disease to the underlying ‘at risk’ population.
Further we illustrate the user driven exploratory analysis and analytical functionality in a use case involving dynamically generating health

Fig. 2. A typical workflow for analysing health data.

The resulting visualisation represent multiple views of the same information, with the ability to interactively filter the data displayed in
within the visualisation.
The first example of a multivariate visualisation is shown in Figure 3 a parallel coordinate plot displaying a spatial health summary
statistic, along with a number of socio-economic and demographic attributes, generated using the parallel coordinate API within D3. The
ASR was used to determine the health summary statistic, and was calculated for Chapter K of the International Classification of Disease
(ICD10) categorisation scheme, corresponding to diseases of the digestive system, with the at risk population being determined using

the ABS demographic information. The spatial resolution used corresponds to the ABS SA2. In this case, the visualisation was initialised
using output from a processing web service determining the summary
statistic for the hospitalisation event associated with Chapter K within
the database.

Fig. 5. spatial scatter plot matrix.
Fig. 3. Parallel coordinate plot indicating spatial health summary statistic.

Figure 4 shows the comparison map between ICD 10 diagnostic
code Z with the ABS individual income data; using consistent classification and clustering methods. Additionally, the visualisation interface
also shows an SVG error bar plot that illustrates confidence intervals
of the processed aggregated attribute (epidemiological summary statistic). Providing ansilliary information such as the confidence intervals
is one of the advantages of the proposed methods since it provides context to the spatial information presented in the map view. Ineractivity
is enabled through embedding on hover information within the SVG
graph, and by linking the maps such that a change in one map triggers
the same change in the remaining map. The graph emdebbed information can be extended to provide high level interpretation regarding the
confidence interval.

Fig. 4. Comparison map between ICD 10 diagnostic code Z with the
ABS individual income data along with graph that illustrates the confidence intervals.

Figure 5 shows a spatial scatter plot matrix generated using the using combination of choropleths, bivariate choropleths, and scatter plot
quantum visualisation elements. Each row comprises a data variable
that constitutes the x value of the visualisation, and each column represents data variable that constitutes the y value. Consequently, the
diagonal is use to display a standard choropleth. The off diagonal
visualisations are used to show the spatial and non-spatial bivariate
comparison between the x and y variables. The spatial visualisations
comprise bivariate choropleths, and the non-spatial visualisations correspond to a standard scatter plot matrix with the histograms for each
variable added for context. Due to the nature of the matrix, the variable
x/y comparisons are flipped on the transpose. The map visualisations
are similarly linked, with a change in one triggering a change in each
of the remaining map images.
Figure 6 shows an SVG scatter plot matrix showing similar data.
This scatter plot matrix enables filtering, with data point selected in
one plot being highlighted in the remaining plots. The combination
of presenting multiple scatter plots in the form of a matrix, and enabling filtering, facilities the rapid determination of the relationship

that exists between attribute pairs. Thus, the parallel axis plot, and
scatter represent different methods of viewing the same information,
with each revealing different aspects of the data.

Fig. 6. Scatter plot matrix.
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C ONCLUSION

The approach to web mapping proposed in this paper constitutes the
first phase in the development of a full geo analytical platform for exploring the properties of large health data-sets. Consequently, there are
a number of issues remaining to be addressed as future work relating to
usability, privacy and security. Usability with respect to a GeoVisual
analytical functionality remains an open issue, particularly given the
workflows and complexities of analysis envisaged by such a system.
Nevertheless, the presented approach allows for extensible analytical
functionality and more importantly, it breaks the barriers of supplier
driven model servicing only the static results, towards real-time, interactive exploratory analysis of health data in conjunction with data
sources from other geo web services.
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